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Doug M

on
03/03/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shoots well nice gun priced reasonable also 











Chester H

on
06/13/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great rifle shoot point of aim at 25yrds out of the box. Well put together only negative is the fixed stock, but easy to put on a different one. I just got back from the range and after 100 rounds of cci mini mag no problems they all shot well. A big plus is getting 2 mags instead of the normal 1. Buds did a great job with the shipping but then they always do. 











Sean L

on
03/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










love the weapon has little recoil great starter weapon 











Dean J

on
05/14/2021




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Lots of fun. Pretty well made, mine looks like it's a bit boomeranged like bent but it could be an illusion. I've put 1k rounds through this guy and it has jammed or missed only once 











Justin W

on
05/03/2020




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great set up. I added a scope and shoulder strap. The magazine is a bit loose but overall a good gun. 











Sfc Bernard O

on
08/31/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little M4/M16 clone 22LR, my friend from the American Legion took to a wheelchair accessible indoor range. I can still hit the bulls eye after zeroing in the weapon. Fired great groups. I fired 500 rounds with only a few miss-feeds . The more rounds fired the less often for a miss feed. I enjoyed getting out for a day of target shooting. Look forward for many more trips. Brought back found memories from my 20 years of military service 











Donato P

on
07/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is actually pretty fun to shoot. For general plinking purposes this is a good accurate gun, just don't expect at top quality weapon. Two FTE for the 300 rds. using Remington Thunderbolt .22 LR 40-Grain ammunition. Over all, highly recommended. BudsGunShop two thumbs up. 











John C

on
01/19/2016




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










what to say? its all plastic, not well made. The forward handguard was broken, called chippa and informed that its just two halves of plastic, not glued or anything come apart easy. The stock isnt adjustable with would be ok but if u unscrew or screw it back in to strip it. its all plastic crap. 











Scott S

on
04/19/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a nice 22 lr. Thank you buds. 











Julie P

on
04/04/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This is not the most reliable rifle I've used. I've put about 400rds and about a 1/4 failed to feed properly or extract. 











Jeremy L

on
02/20/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very nice AR style rifle. The stock is not collapsible, but neither is the wooden stock on my Marlin 22, lol. This is very well made and I love the quality. Fires smoothly and is extremely accurate. 3 inch groups at 60 yards with factory sights and I am not a sharp shooter. I used Federal 40 grain fmj ammo. The mags were easy to load and inserted with no problems. I oiled the gun very well before use to assure everything functioned smoothly and it did better than I expected. 150 rounds and no misfires, misfeeds, or jams of any kind. Highly recommend this for anyone wanting to shoot 22 and have the looks of an AR. Take full advantage of Bud's layaway. Bud's service was amazing and shipping was super fast. I'm sure to be a life long customer, already have next firearms on layaway. 











Brian P

on
07/18/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had the Chiappa M4 22LR now for about 3 weeks after picking it up at Bud's. I added a Vortex 7x32 Rimfire scope, also from Bud's with Zach's assistance. Great combination of weapon and scope. I just love the 28 round magazines although you have to be somewhat careful in how you load the ammo so that the rounds to not point downward and produce FTFs. Taken it to the range several times and fired around 350 rnds. Firing at targets 50 to 100yds was easy and fun. Using Federal HP copper ammo and the consistency is pretty good. Based on several online video reviews, I have taken care not to dry fire this weapon as it does not handle that well. As .22's go, this one is a little pricey, but now that I have it, I love the form factor (AR) and those easy to load magazines. 











Angelo E

on
02/16/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great rifle for the money. Buds was fast, and my FFL was great. This rifle is a fun rifle to shoot, and the ammo is relatively inexpensive. I even had a friend buy one. 











Mark P

on
01/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Gun for around the farm. Handles fantastic. For a 22 LR One of the best. 











Leonard W

on
12/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a nice rifle for the money, good quality, easy to assemble. Took it to the range for the first time, shot 200 rounds of 40 grain bullets, no jams. Very happy with the purchase. Will use Buds again. 











Stephen S

on
09/05/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Have put about 1200 rounds through the gun, and for the most part I've been happy with the results. It's a breeze to break down and clean, is fairly easy to carry around, and it's milspec for the most part, so upgrading is easy. My only issue with the gun is it's ejection issues, which seem to be solely cartridge based. This thing LOVES high velocity ammo, I've never had a problem shooting stingers or super max's out of this thing, but you step down to anything around or under 1200 fps and you're in for some problems. I've had problems with all the value packs, the CCI blazer being the least problematic of the bunch, and federal or remington being the most, but either way. it's rare for me to put an entire mag through the gun without some problem with ejection or jams (expection has been CCI stingers or Aguila super maximums as mentioned). It's kind of a drag having to take the mag out every 2-20 shots, but when this thing goes it's a helluva time. 











Jeffrey M

on
08/19/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










As a Firearms Instructor I quickly took notice of the Chiappa and of course it's price tag. After much research, I purchased the CHIAPPA MFOUR22 M4-22 CARBINE W/ 2 28 RD MAGS on a tuesday and it was recieved on Friday, fast shipping. The only issue I had was that I did not recieve any shipping confirmation from BUDS until the following week. Upon reviewing the status of the tracking number that I was provided, I was surprised that it had already arrived at my designated FFL dealer. The rifle comes disassembled and packaged nicely with foam inserts. The rifle is staged in 3 pieces, the upper reciever, lower reciever, and carring handle. It also included the two 28 rd mags. For anyone with M16 experience this was a piece of cake to assemble. Once assembeled it has the same appearance of any M4 on the market. Unlike the mossberg 22, the charging handle on the Chiappa actually works, it has a forward assist, and a brass deflector. The stock is not expandable, it is fixed so don't be fooled. The overall wieght is fine, there are no problems with the magazine release like the Mossberg version. It has adjustable rear and front sights; just like an M4.It also has a dust cover, bayonet lug and sling attachment points. Overall, I am impressed by this weapon. For being a 22, it's a great starter for elementary kids and keep them up to date with today's weapon systems. I'll be taking this weapon to therange soon and post a 2nd review with a video on the internet. look for a video titled "Chiappa M4 review". 











Damon J

on
06/22/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The weapon is a blast to shoot, feels a little flimsy but overall worth the purchase, recommend firing high velocity ammo or you may suffer from ejection issues. 











Bryan S

on
05/23/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










i bought this gun about a month ago , really fast fast shipping , when i recieved it the gun was kind of dirty looking . The gun looked liked it has been fiired and had a couple scuffs . I dont know if it chiappas fault or buds sent me a used gun trying to pull it off as a new gun. but it fired great at the range. I had a couple malfunctions but nothing serious. Trigger pull is easy so if u like rapid fire u can put a whole 30 round clip down range in about 4 seconds .All around a good fun gun i recommend buying guns from buds gun shop 











Zachary G

on
05/16/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time buying from Buds and it was rather quick delivery. The rifle came in perfect condition. Opened the box and had the rifle together in about 10 sec. it was a quik and easy put toghter. Went to the range and it was very accurate with everything manufacture on it. I got a red/green dot sight for it and now its dead accurate. I put about 500 rounds threw it and only had 4 load malfunctions nothing serious. The attatchments for this rifle are endless it is made in about the same scale as a 223 M4 so any attatchment for the M4 fits the Chiappa MFOUR well. Overall it is a fun Tactical rifle that is not only a good deal but also cheap to shoot, 550 rounds of .22 being around $20.00. Nothing to complain about here. In saying so I think im going to go hit up the range. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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